Math Story/ Pattern
수학동화 규칙

알록달록 행복한 조각 이불

The Happy Quilt
Written by Hyang-an Lee
Illustrated by Eun-min Jeong

The Happy Quilt
Euri loved her yellow blanket so much
that wherever she went she carried it.
But one day a hole appeared in the blanket.
Mom cut that yellow blanket, her red dress,
and dad’s T-shirts into pieces.
Then she sewed them together.

값 9,000원

Can you find whether the quilt has a pattern?
초판 1쇄 발행 2013년 1월 7일

Blue Rabbit

The Happy Quilt

Written by Hyang-an Lee
Illustrated by Eun-min Jeong

Blue Rabbit

A yellow blanket is laid
on the baby’s crib.
The blanket hoped to see the baby soon.
“If the baby comes,
I will make the baby warm.”
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One day the baby was born.
Mom and dad named the baby Euri.
Mom spread the yellow blanket wide
and covered the baby.
The yellow blanket was so happy.
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Euri grew and grew.
Now she could walk.
But her love for the yellow blanket didn’t change.
Wherever she went
she always took the blanket.
When she sleeps, when she eats,
when she plays with dolls,
even when she rides in the stroller,
the yellow blanket was with her.
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One day while spreading the blanket
mom found a hole in it.
“Oh, my! There’s a hole in the blanket.”
The yellow blanket was worried.
“What if she throws me away?”
Mom also thought hard about
what to do with this blanket.
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“That’s it! I’ll make a beautiful quilt with this.”
Mom took out her old red dress
and cut it into small squares.
She also cut the yellow blanket into the same squares.
Then she sewed them together in a pattern.
Now the yellow pattern was turned into a new blanket.
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Euri went to kindergarten.
She became so tall
that she outgrew the new blanket again.
Her feet were showing under the blanket.
“Oh, no! This blanket became too small

She took out scissors and
undid the seam of the patches
from the blanket.
The blanket was separated
into yellow and red squares.

for you again.” said mom.
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Mom brought dad’s old T-shirt
and cut it into squares.
She sewed the yellow, red, green squares together
in a pattern.
Finally mom made a bigger quilt.
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Euri’s new blanket has
her yellow blanket,
mom’s red dress,
and dad’s green T-shirt.
Euri softly pulled up the new quilt.
She was so happy.
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She grew and grew.
Now she goes to elementary school
and became taller and prettier.
Her love for the quilt still didn’t change.
But now the quilt was so worn-out.
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One day mom washed the quilt
and hung it on the clothesline.
Whooshing! Whooshing!
A strong wind blew.
The quilt was too thin to resist the wind.
It flew away by the wind.
“Noooo! If I fly away
I can’t see Euri again.”
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Meow! Meow!
The cat had new-born kittens.
The quilt was happy again
because now it could make the kittens warm.

The quilt flew far away
and dropped on a roof in an unfamiliar neighborhood.
A cat passing by snapped the quilt.
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Math Story/ Pattern
Understanding the concept of math

 are regularlyrepeated
Yellow-red-green-yellow-red-green
♣ Mom cut Euri’s yellow blanket, her red dress, and dad’s green T-shirt into small squares
of the same size. Then she sewed it together in the order of yellow, red, green color. They
made a new quilt blanket.
♣ Patterns mean that the shapes or some characteristics are regularly repeated.
We can see patterns in tiles in the bathroom, wallpapers, and quilt etc. The traffic
signal turning on in the regular order is a pattern too. Children can grow the insight
to understand about various phenomena around them through the ability to grasp

Math Play

/HW
·V make a pattern!
You can make patterns by using dolls, blocks, cards,
leaves etc. Let's make a pattern with two different
kinds of dolls.
1. You have cat dolls and give your child rabbit dolls
2. You put a cat doll first and help your child put a rabbit doll next to it.
Keep doing it saying "cat, rabbit, cat, rabbit, cat…”.

patterns, and logical thinking skills to estimate what will come next.
♣ When you are teaching patterns to your child, start with a two-part pattern like
“yellow-red-yellow-red…” Saying “yellow”, “red” let your child put the right color of

3. After you put a cat doll next to a rabbit doll
ask your child what will come next.
Then let your child put her rabbit doll next to it.

block in order. Then ask them which block will come next. If they understand the pattern
in the play, they will estimate the next and put the right block. If they get used to two-part
patterns, now it’s time to challenge a three-part pattern. You can use buttons, cards, toys
and make patterns in various ways so that your child can learn about patterns.
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4. This time help your child to make another pattern
with three kinds of blocks.
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